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Abstract: The paper focuses on literary humour and one method of its creating, which 
is by incorporation of the naïve narrator.  The impact of such strategy is crucial as the 
narration can be easily shifted from a serious to light, even comical mood. In the 
beginning, the text introduces humour and the notion of the narrator with some 
contemporary theories of humour and historical approaches to the narrator, which 
leads to the definition of the naïve narrator. The aforementioned kind of narrator is 
represented by examples from the selected works of P. G. Wodehouse (Sam the Sudden, 
Leave it to Jeeves) and Winston Groom (Forrest Gump). The examples show two 
different kinds of the naïve narrator and their ironical and satirical effects on the text. 
The mechanism of irony is explained as well. 
 
Consumption of humour has increased with the development of modern media and this 
development is also represented by the need to analyse this phenomenon in 
theoretical, social and artistic spheres. In various social situations and 
communications, human wittiness appears much more appreciated than ever before, 
and often even overestimated, which is also a significant marker of the societies´ 
evolution towards individualism. Nowadays we know several philosophical and 
cultural theories describing conditions of humour creation, the theories of superiority, 
relaxation and incongruity1 among the first well-known.  Along with them, there are 
other contemporary linguistic theories that analyse the joke and its construction, like 
those by S. Attardo and V. Raskin2. They analyze and summarize factors that change 
otherwise neutral, negative or sad to jolly, cheerful, funny and laughable for those 
involved anyhow and there are other definitions and theories based on observation of 
common life’s situations like the one created by Mell Brooks who defined humour as 
some disaster that happens to somebody, or the one by  W. Allen, included  in his film 
Crimes and Misdemeanors. There, his character says: “Comedy is tragedy plus time“. 
Both these witty definitions contain two basic elements that create space for humour: 
a combination of a negative element with an element of distance, which can be either 
personal or temporal. Although their authors are not recognised as theorists, their 
definitions appear as very fitting. However, here is one even more important element 
that has an impact on the mode of narration, the narrator and his approach to the story.  

With his History of Adventures of Joseph Andrews, Henry Fielding3 appears as the 
first writer who recognized importance and potentialities of the narrator. There he 
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exposed dynamic relation between the text and its reader, which is created via its 
narrator who is given the main responsibility for the narrative situation (It balances 
between serious and comical. Such attitude caused a real embarrassment among 
contemporary readers who were utterly unprepared for such reading).4 In case of the 
aforementioned novel, Fielding provided a shining example for many other writers. 
 By producing several concepts of his literary voice Fielding exposed the importance of 
narrator to the literary theorists, for example, G. Genette, F.K. Stanzel, 5  who 
distinguished three types of narrative voices. The first type is a character of the 
narration (e.g. homodiegetic narrator), the second type is not included in the story but 
knows the story quite well, with many details (heterodiegetic narrator), and the third 
type is both a homodiegetic narrator as well as a protagonist of the story (autodiegetic 
narrator). 

Franz K. Stanzel uses his own terminology when he speaks about the narrative 
situation in the first person and about the authorial narrative situation. (1988) Here 
are other well-known types of narrators, for example, implicit or explicit, camera eye, 
omniscient narrator, limited or unreliable, overt and covert. The naïve narrator cannot 
be found among them, although this type can be found in several novels written in the 
20th century. 

V. Borecky regards naïveté as a favourable condition that allows the occurrence 
of humour. Naïveté represents unawareness of the comical when a subject seems 
comical due to his/her words or deeds without ever noticing it, and thus s/he becomes 
an object of laughter for the others, who observe the situation from a different, aware 
point of view. (34) 
 
The naïve narrator  

This category is based on two important elements that determine the effect on 
the mode of discourse.  Dictionaries6 explain naïveté as innocence, simplicity, absence 
of the experience of social rules or behaviour that is a consequence of someone´s low 
age or one is young or gullible.  The word originally comes from Latin, where nasci 
means to be born or the beginning of existence and naïveté is still quite logically 
associated with children, who lack experience and therefore believe almost everything 
they hear from the respected authorities, from adults. If a child commenting the world 
of adults becomes the narrator, then the situation quite often, but not always, creates 
natural conditions for humour, which can make an adult observer laugh due to his/her 
knowledge of the adult world and its connectedness. An adult naïve narrator 
frequently means a vehicle by which the writer smuggles elements of irony to each 
sentence of the narration. This kind of narrator is employed in the classic novels of 
British writer P.G. Wodehouse (1891-1975). Wodehouse´s narrator tells his stories 
about rich young graduates from elite schools with the Socratic naïveté that allows him 
to play with his readers, with their imagination, because every good intention of these 
young men with lack of practical thinking leads to bitter consequences for anyone 
involved with him. Readers can sense this humorous threat immediately from the 
words of an uninvolved, naïve narrator.  Such is the narration of Wodehouse´s novel 
Sam the Sudden (1925), where the main protagonist Sam Shotter organizes a sporting 
event to entertain himself, instead of exemplary hard work in his uncle´s company:   
“The mason for the activity prevailing on the tenth floor of the Wilmot was that a 
sporting event of the first magnitude was being pulled of there – Spike Murphy, of the 
John B. Pynsent Export and Import Company, being in the act of contesting the final of 



the Office Boys´ High Kicking Championship against a willowy youth from the 
Consolidated Eyebrow Tweezer and Nail File Corporation. 
The affair was taking place on the premises of the former firm, before a small but select 
audience consisting of a few stenographers, chewing gum; some male wage slaves in 
shirt sleeves; and Mr John B. Pynsent´s nephew, Samuel Shotter, a young man of 
agreeable features, who was acting as referee. 
In addition to being a referee, Sam Shotter was also the patron and promoter of the 
tourney; the man but for whose vision and enterprise a wealth of young talent would 
have lain undeveloped, thereby jeopardizing America´s chances should an event of this 
kind ever be added to the programme of the Olympic Games. “ (Wodehuse 11-12) 
 

The heterodiegetic narrator of the novel introduces the main protagonist, Sam 
Shotter, with a seemingly high appreciation of his abilities, which, however, betrays 
different reality. This young man is neither bright nor talented but lazy and immature. 
Employed in his uncle´s company, he feels constantly bored due to his inability or lack 
of will to work, so he decides to entertain himself and other employees during his 
uncle’s business trip. The use of expressions like “event of first magnitude” that, in this 
particular case, means entertaining instead of working , or narrator’s estimation of Sam  
for his “vision and enterprise or a wealth of young talent”,  instead of speaking about 
his laziness and lack of practical thinking suggest that,  although Sam Shotter is not the 
narrator of this extract, the narrator presents the whole situation from his point of 
view.  Entertainment with employees instead of work during working hours can 
appear like an event of the first magnitude only to this kind of immature protagonist 
and if expressed by anyone else, such statement usually signals a certain level of irony 
as for anyone else, including Sam’s uncle, the situation represents another 
demonstration of the protagonist’s absolute incompetence.   If Sam Shotter were the 
narrator of the story, then he would be an example of a naïve narrator who speaks with 
candour and simple logic about various situations that happened to him, or which he 
unintentionally caused. However, Wodehouse employs the third person heterodiegetic 
narrator with characteristic (pretended) simple thinking and perspective to create the 
undercurrent of irony in the narration that changes disasters to humour along with a 
very simple but effective way that is the overestimation. The narrator overtly 
overestimates Sam’s character and the importance of his deeds and by this act, he also 
underestimates his own position.  It is obviously pretended underestimation, which is 
also important for matters of irony.  The narrator -ironist creates an impression of 
his/her own degradation while complimenting and appraising the character, who 
obviously does not deserve any of it. In fact, such a character becomes the ironist´s 
victim.  In the case of Sam Shotter, there are expressions like –“the patron and 
promoter“, which describe the man who is obviously not able to take care of himself.  

It is not always easy to identify irony, as its occurrence and existence are not 
defined by any fixed signs.  Here is only the act of identification or interpretation based 
on one´s feeling that certain words and sentences have different than literal meaning 
that their message is opposite to what they seem to communicate. In case of oral 
discourse, its intonation can often immediately betray elements of irony but with the 
written text it is up to its reader to reveal when the intended meaning is in opposition 
with its actual verbal representation.  An act of identification is, let´s say, vital for the 
existence of irony7.  Irony must be identified by at least one of the receivers involved 
in the act of communication because unrecognized irony does not exist. According to 
R. Chambers, there is a tripartite relationship among the ironist, his victim and the 



audience (1989). The word victim does not go together with Wodehouse´s amiable 
tone of narration and therefore it seems almost impossible to speak about a victim of 
an irony. Yet, the narration is ironical because, in this tripartite relation, the narrator 
is the ironist, the audience are readers and the victim is Sam Shotter, the main 
protagonist, who is the main target of the narrator´s mockery. The author who is both 
the narrator and the ironist expects that the reader will be perceptive enough to 
identify his true intentions and the meaning of the text. As the character of Sam Shotter 
is fictitious, because such is the natural status of literary characters, then there is also 
a fictitious victim of the author´s benevolent mockery that serves to his readers´ 
entertainment and laughter. They can laugh at his problems that come from his lack of 
practical thinking, loose approach to life and genuine idleness. The narrator never 
mentions them but rather pretends to praise Sam´s childish deeds instead.     

Sam Shotter highly resembles Bertie Wooster, better - known character of 
Wodehouse’s. This protagonist functions also as an autodiegetic and naïve narrator of 
several novels that deal with his crazy and cheerful stories with his cunning but highly 
competent valet Jeeves.8 Unlikely to the previous example, this narrator understands 
that he is not very clever and therefore leaves important decisions to the competent 
one, which is his valet Jeeves. Both characters, Shotter and Wooster, graduates from 
prestigious British schools, represent the whole social group of spoilt, young members 
of British high society at the beginning of the 20th century, who, despite their 
supposedly good education, are not able to take responsibility for their own life. Their 
immature behaviour and deeds do not have fatal consequences only because there is 
always some clever servant to rescue them as this extract about horseracing from 
Leave it to Jeeves shows: 

“I do not recommend it, sir. The animal is not intended to win. Second place is 
what the stable is after." 

“Perfect piffle, I thought, of course. How the deuce could Jeeves know anything 
about it? Still, you know what happened. Wonderchild led till he was breathing on the 
wire, and then Banana Fritter came along and nosed him out. I went straight home and 
rang for Jeeves. 

"After this," I said, "not another step for me without your advice. From now on 
consider yourself the brains of the establishment." 

"Very good, sir. I shall endeavour to give satisfaction." 
And he has, by Jove! I'm a bit short on brain myself; the old bean would appear to have 
been constructed more for ornament than for use, don't you know; but give me five 
minutes to talk the thing over with Jeeves, and I'm game to advise any one about 
anything. And that's why, when Bruce Corcoran came to me with his troubles, my first 
act was to ring the bell and put it up to the lad with the bulging forehead. 
"Leave it to Jeeves," I said. (5) 

 
Wodehouse‘s stories and novels have quite simple structure, there either 

bachelor Bertie or some of his friends, realize that due to some silly decision their 
comfortable life can be destroyed, which means a real catastrophe for them. At that 
moment Bertie´s bright servant comes with some solution and his fast acting rescues 
the situation. (cunning Jeeves often acts secretly and usually against explicit desires of 
his gentleman to reach his own goals).  

Bertie´s character as well as the style of narration create an impression that the 
narrator really does not understand anything and is not able to predict  fatal 
consequences of his decisions and deeds, while the reader identifies some kind  of  



small, personal catastrophe that is lurking in the future almost immediately, while 
reading Bertie Wooster‘s words. Wodehouse´s humour is an outcome of basic binary 
oppositions of capable (Jeeves) – incapable (Wooster), cunning (Jeeves) – naïve 
(Wooster) or formal (Jeeves) – informal (Wooster) that create conditions for humour 
that comes as an outcome of the light irony present in the words of the narrator who 
ostensibly overestimates importance of his silly, childish acting.  

In Great Britain, Wodehouse´s novels become popular almost immediately after 
their publishing for their humour and style and even in the 21st century, their 
popularity is undying.9 It seems that certain of Wodehouse’s characters continue their 
fictional lives in works of other writers and in other media. For example, Jeeves moved 
from the original texts, which were also adapted for the television and radio, to works 
of other authors and even to the virtual world in the form of a virtual page Ask 
Jeeves.uk.   Wodehouse’s narrative style made impression on other contemporary 
writers, especially on Evelyn Waugh, who explicitly expressed its appreciation, 10 
however, he was not able to reach such lightness and humour that made Wodehouse‘s 
characters so loved and well- known.  
 
Groom’s narrator 

Popularity of Wodehouse’s characters can be compared to protagonists from 
Winston Groom’s novels about Forrest Gump. When Winston Groom published his 
humorous novel in 1986, nobody would expect that its protagonist might become so 
internationally famous in a few years.11However, in 1994, with the eponymous film 
based on the novel, the story about the slow-witted but kind protagonist Forrest Gump, 
who, despite his handicap, could succeed in many life- situations, brought more 
attention to his creator and the book.  
 Compared to Wodehouse’s Bertie and his light mental inefficiency that makes him 
dependent on his servant and money, Groom’s autodiegetic narrator who is 
immediately degraded and presented as an idiot can  lead an independent life and is 
able to cope with most of the life situations in his own way.  Groom adorns Forrest 
Gump with two disabilities – physical and mental. While the protagonist can grow out 
from his physical problem, his mental capacity won´t change. However, this admitted 
mental handicap appears mostly as his inability to understand human hypocrisy as 
well as his undying trust to people and inability to pretend.  

Forrest Gump is both an idiot and also the narrator of his story in the Groom´s 
novel, which is quite a peculiar situation in literature.  The literature generally prefers 
lunatics to idiots in such important roles because madness is quite frequently 
connected to high IQ and creativity, which seems to prove that there is only a thin 
border between geniality and madness.12 Contrary to madness, idiocy represents lack 
of a mental capacity, limitation, long history of shame, lack of creativity and none 
relation to geniality. Therefore it is not any surprise that idiots only scarcely occur in 
literature and art.  The most famous one will be probably Karel Hasek´s Svejk in Good 
Soldier Svejk, although this obviously intelligent character is declared an idiot only due 
to the decision of stiff official state authorities, which starts his satirical mission.  
Also, the literary mission of Groom´s character is satirical. We can expect this kind of 
effect whenever the author inserts his protagonist (idiot) in the centre and makes him 
the narrator. But Groom´s narrator is an extraordinary kind of idiot. Despite his mental 
handicap or expected limited understanding, he is able to make surprisingly clever 
conclusions, which he shows immediately after the start of the novel: 
 



“LET ME SAY THIS: BEIN A IDIOT IS NO BOX OF CHOCOLATES. People laugh, lose 
patience, treat you shabby. Now they says folks sposed to be kind to the afflicted, but 
let me tell you— it ain't always that way. Even so, I got no complaints, cause I reckon I 
done live a pretty interestin life, so to speak. “(Groom 2) 
 
Forrest´s thinking and conclusions always surprise other characters from the book  
because they know about his mental limits and therefore they would not expect any 
logical thinking that he frequently shows, like in the case of Curtis, his teammate, when 
Forrest is able to solve a problem that Curtis himself cannot: 
“Curtis stop cussin for a moment an look up at me an say,“ You supposed to be a idiot, 
how you figure that out? An I say, “Maybe I am a idiot, but at least I ain´t stupid...“(12)   
 
Despite Forrest’s initial degradation, the author is constantly confirming his 
protagonist’s ability to think logically and make logical conclusions, which is highly 
incongruous with the declared idiocy: 
“The other day, I'm walkin down the street an this man was out workin in his yard. 
He'd got hissef a bunch of shrubs to plant an he say to me, "Forrest, you wanna earn 
some money?" an I says, "Uh-huh," an so he sets me to movin dirt. Damn near ten or 
twelve wheelbarrows of dirt, in the heat of the day, truckin it all over creation. When 
I'm thru he reach in his pocket for a dollar. What I shoulda done was raised Cain about 
the low wages, but instead, I took the damn dollar an all I could say was "thanks" or 
somethin dumb-soundin like that, an I went on down the street, waddin an unwaddin 
that dollar in my hand, feelin like a idiot.  . “(2) 

 
It seems that the protagonist’s mental level is only expressed by his simple 

language containing many reoccurring spelling and grammar mistake as well as his 
inability to understand irony and hypocrisy of the others, of so-called normal people 
because, despite his low IQ (75), Forrest Gump leads a very intensive and interesting 
life. He is a football university star, soldier, champion in table-tennis, rock musician, 
wrestler, businessman, etc. and meets the most influential people of his time, like Elvis 
Presley, Mao Ce-tung, Saddam Hussein, and even his film impersonator Tom Hanks.  
The list of Forrest’s jobs and celebrities he meets is very long and each item included 
in it ends with some loss.  In case of Forrest’s meeting with the 20th-century celebrities, 
there is always some social faux pas that comes from his inability to distinguish 
between social pretending and reality. The juxtaposition of two concepts – normal – 
idiot- gives the writer a wide space to create comical situations where his mentally 
underdeveloped character comments contemporary social events and interactions he 
happens to be involved in.   His remarks are surprisingly logical and this logic is in 
sharp opposition to clichés and hypocrisy that dominate contemporary society. The 
discourse is thus enriched with an evaluative element, which changes the simple 
narrative of this kind of naïve narrator to acriticism of contemporary society and life 
in the USA and its loss of traditional values. Particular situations in which he gets into 
interactions with the “world of intelligent people “ Forrest comments in his simple way 
without any pretending, or knowledge about the contemporary popular culture or 
media, and thus he confronts other participants with their words and deeds.  The 
example of such situation is his meeting with then famous film-star Raquel Welch (she 
becomes a transworld identity in this novel)13 on a film set. During their introduction, 
the actress expresses annoyance because she understands Forrest’s “pleased to meet 
you” as some allusion to her famous bosom. Then they work together and Forrest 



accidentally tears her dress and takes her away from the film jungle to find some shop 
where the actress could buy a dress to cover herself: 

“ Raquel Welch took about eight or nine dresses into the back an tried them on. After 

a wile she come out an say, "What do you think about this one?" It is a sort of brown-

lookin dress with a bunch of belts an loops all over it an a low neckline.  

"Oh, I'm not so sure, dear," say the salesman, "somehow it— it just isn't you." So she 

go back an try on another one an the salesman say, "Oh, wonderful! You look 

absolutely precious."  

"I'll take it," say Raquel Welch, an the salesman say, "Fine— how would you like to 

pay for it?"  

"What do you mean?" she axed.  

"Well, cash, check, credit card?" he say.  

"Look you bozo— can't you see I don't have anything like that with me? Where the 

hell do you think I'd put it?"  

"Please, madam— don't let's be vulgar," the salesman say.  

"I am Raquel Welch," she tell the man. "I will send somebody around here to pay you 

later."  

"I am terribly sorry, lady," he say, "but we don't do business that way."  

"But I'm Raquel Welch!" she shout. "Don't you recognize me?"  

"Listen lady," the man say, "half the people that come in here say they are Raquel 

Welch or Farrah Fawcett or Sophia Loren or somebody. You got any ID?"  

"ID!" she shout. "Where do you think I would keep ID?"  

"No ID, no credit card, no money— no dress," say the salesman.  

"I'll prove who the hell I am," Raquel Welch say, an all of a sudden she pull down the 

top of the dress. "Who else is got tits like these in this one-horse town!" she screech. 

Outside, the crowd all be beatin on the winders an hollerin an cheerin. But the 

salesman, he punched a little button an some big guy what was the security detective 

come over an he say, "Okay, your asses is all under arrest. Come along quietly an 

there won't be no trouble."  (96) 

The extract shows Forrest’ s simple record of the event in which he does not comment 



anything instead he reproduces the dialogue between the film star and shop assistant, 

which is enough to show the hypocrisy of the contemporary society. The humour that 

is developed this way is situational. It puts one character (R.Welch) into an unusual 

situation where she is exposed to a certain level of discomfort. The discomfort changes 

her usual behaviour and perceived image of a star. The transgression of the cultural 

concept of a filmstar comes with the loss of clothes and absence of credit card, the two 

elements that degrade her status from a Hollywood celebrity to an ordinary woman. 

And the degradation goes further when she, in the attempt to gain her previous status 

and satisfy her current needs, reduces herself to her front part. Here the humour comes 

from the incongruity between the expected and realized, hence the shift in the acting, 

when expected nobility changes to the ordinary or vulgar. There are also two mental 

scripts14 that collide – the one of a famous actress and the one of the shopassistent who 

treats everybody in Hollywood as a celebrity because he wants to sell and thus the two 

scripts collide and make a humorous effect like in a single joke structure. However, this 

is not only an example of humour but also an example of satire, which is so frequent in 

this book. As P. Simpson writes, satirical texts (…) are inextricably bound up with 

context of situation, with participants in discourse and with frameworks of knowledge. 

(2) 

 The story might sound as a moral if not told by the simple narrator, the tool that the 

writer uses to show his critical approach towards the contemporary culture, society, 

media and celebrities.  

   While Wodehouse’s naïve narrators imply a certain level of light irony that 

marks their stories and makes them humorous, Groom’s character is naïve because he 

does not understand irony, hypocrisy, pretending. His language is not ironic instead he 

is constantly showing certain astonishment and surprise because the words and deeds 

of people around him differ so much. Thus Grooms narrator reveals his critical, satirical 

function that makes his narrative so different when compared to the effects of 

Wodehouse’s narrator and his light irony. Although both writers incorporated the tool 

of the naïve narrator and the texts of aforementioned novels can be labelled as 

humorous, it is clear that the impact of their narrators on the presented stories is 

different – the difference is as high as the difference between irony and satire.  

 
Notes:  

1  More Borecky 2000 
2 More  S. Attardo, V. Raskin (1991, 297-348) 
3 1707-1754 
4 More Conway, Stephen, 1992.  

 



 
5 Both Genette (1983)  abd –Stanzel (1988) dealt with the otion of narrator in their     
works 
6 For example Webster‘s Third New International Dictionary, p. 1500 
7 More on irony Booth, 1974 
8 There is Jeeves used as a synonym of a highly competent butler in T. Pratchett’s 
Discworld fantasy novels or another loyal Jeeves in G. Sinyorś film Stiff Upper Lips 
from 1998 
9 More  Fellowes, 2015, Jordison, 2014, Leithouser, 2014 
10 Evelyn Wough was well known for his respect to Wodehouse and his light irony, 
which he also tried to achieve in his writing (Paula Byrne, 2010,M. Green, 1978) 
11 NPR: Why it Took  Forrest Gump’ Author Nearly 20 Years to Write a New Novel  
12 Chuck Palahniuk’s  narrator is an example of discourse influenced by schisophrenia 
as in  Fight club, 1996, or Lullaby, 2002, as well as  Peter Ackroyd’s Hawksmoore,1985. 
13 More on transworld identities in J. Waldnerová: Transworld Identities and 
Contemporary Literature, p. 2-10. 
14 More Attardo and Raskin, 1991 
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